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Premises and Contents
} Directive n. 2010/64/EU
• Registers

} International standards on interpretation and
translation
• Demanding qualification requirements or
compromises?

} Professional Codes of Ethics

} The Reality: what are the factors affecting us?

} Current research



Directive 2010/64/EU and Registers
} In Finland, the register of authorised translators is in
place since decades, with the most recent legislative
amendment made in 2007.
• http://www03.oph.fi/kaantajat/
• The search engine of the Finnish National Agency for
Education is only in Finnish/Swedish but they do refer to the
SKTL service (SKTL established in 1954)

} The register of legal interpreters is now established
and the number of entries is growing
• Governing Board includes the academia, SKTL and union KAJ,
Ministry of Justice, Helsinki Court, sign language interpreters
and interpreters for the speech impaired, training institutions
(universities of applied sciences)

http://www03.oph.fi/kaantajat/


Unofficial Registers
} Courts, especially court secretaries and bailiffs
• Helsinki District Court,Oslo District Court
• Judge preferences?

} Police districts

} Trade organisations, companies and agencies



International Standards

} Active operations in standardisation circles
• ISO/CD 20771 Legal translation requirements
• ISO/DIS 20228 Interpreting services – legal interpreting –
requirements

• ISO/TC 37/SC 5/NWIP Legal and specialist translation
services

• ISO/WD 21998 Healthcare and medical interpreting

} In Finland, both translator and trade organisations
are able to collaborate to the drafting of the
standards

} The rationale? Is it quality?
• Are the competence and qualification requirements too
demanding or demanding enough?



Professional Codes of Ethics
} SKTL has had the Codes of Ethics of community
interpreters translated into 8 languages
• https://www.sktl.fi/@Bin/1015311/Tulkin_etiikka_englanti.p
df

} FIT
} Eulita: http://eulita.eu/wp/code-ethics/
• Reference not only to the Directive but also to

• The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, December 1948
(Articles 1-11)

• The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental

• Freedoms,November 1950 (Articles 5 and 6)
• The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union
(2000/C 364/01), CHAPTER III – Articles 20 – 21, CHAPTER VI –
Articles 47 – 50

• http://eulita.eu/wp/wp-content/uploads/files/EULITA-code-
London-e.pdf

http://eulita.eu/wp/code-ethics/


The Reality
} The real-life circumstances, with emphasis on
Finland and some comments from the Nordic scene

• Recognition of LITs in practical work
• Perceived status of LITs
• LITs in international contexts with national and foreign
authorities

• LITs and respect of ethics



Recognition of LITs
} Recognition often boils down to practical work arrangements

• Availability of documents for interpreters in court proceedings

• Time reserved for demanding translations
• Constant educational and communications effort and teaching of PMs at
agencies/Court secretaries

• Surprisingly enough, legal professionals are sometimes suspicious of the
translators/interpreters and do not trust their pledge of confidentiality or
are not even aware of it.

• Work ergonomics,with impact on perceived status
• Most self-employed translators are, of course, responsible for their practical
working conditions

• Ergonomics not very well arranged for Finnish court interpreters
• Example ofVienna as seen during Eulita visit in 2017
• In Norway,most courts have interpretation booths

• Norwegian horror example
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Meanwhile, in a Finnish Court



Perceived status of LITs
} All in all, the concept of ”sworn translator” (or any
of its recent modifications, such as ”official” or
”authorised” translator) is pretty well sunk in the
common knowledge

} Authorised translators are sometimes seen as
”better translators”

} In Finland, we hope that the legal interpreter
register will improve the status and recognition of
interpreters as it has reportedly done in Norway
• We all tend to get the disdainful comments every now
and then anyway. Just harden your skin!



Perceived status vs. financial aspects
} Recognition is very often measured in terms of
pay
• In Finland, the median pay of all wage/salary earners is
about 3,000 euro/month (median, not average)
• It is very hard to get university students of LIT to perceive that
as their fair pay!

• In Norway, the fees of interpreters about to 80% of
lawyer fees, based on a decision issued by the Ministry
of Justice annually.

• Especially in immigration issues, the status of
interpreters as perceived by the public (and presented
by the media) is not very high.
• This applies, in particular, to the languages spoken by the
asylum seekers.



Competition and Competitive Bidding
} The absolutely crucial role played by the
agencies
• Some multinational agencies see the Directive-based
legal interpreter register as their competition, openly
suggesting to experienced interpreters that they should
not register if they want to stay on the company’s
preferred outsourcing list

• Some agencies continue to pay dismal fees to LITs
• Competitive bidding arrangements have perhaps
saved public money but often LITs are the only element
of the process that is the object of fierce price
competition.

• The quality of other actors in court proceedings is seen
from a more strategic and/or professional perspective.



Competence of Authorities

} The world of document translation, legalisation,
transmission etc. is a complex infrastructure of
powers and competences.
• The LITs sometimes know more than the Authorities
about the correct ways of action; knowing more may
promote the perceived status

• Professional organisations do a wonderful job in
training their members
• Not everybody is a member, and the loose cannons are
sometimes a problem

• Awareness building, competence building, training….



Is Need for Ethics Recognised?
} It is probable that most professional LITs, especially those
in recognised organisations and/or trained academically,
make every effort to work ethically
• Sometimes the interpreter users are tempted to forgo the
ethical way of work
• No lawyer at court > the interpreter is expected to run the show
• No time to prepare
• No time to go through the interpretation process with the interested
party

} Lately, lawyers in civil cases have realised the need of using
two interpreters

} Most legal translators are so well versed in the confidential
and ethical way of working that the problems rarely arise.
• Authorised translator always leaves a paper trail whereas this is
not the case with legal interpreting (although audio recordings
of proceedings are mostly made)



Research in Recognition of Institutional
Roles
} Enter research + recognition + "institutional roles"
+ 2018 + interpretation + translation in Scholar
Google and you get 260 hits

} Actor network theory much researched field.

} Other examples:
• Roles and limitations of infrastructures in social life and
their importance of their concrete or material features
in it.
• The Politics and Poetics of Infrastructures. Brian Larkin,
Barnad College,Columbia University, NY. 2013
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